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Mac OS X Server

The Mac is now a 
typical *nix distro

Users that require an 
easy solution often 
do not have the 
skills to secure their 
solution

End users resistant 
to basic security 
concepts

Open Source Made Easy
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Mac Specifics

Many conf files are replaced with plists

NetInfo

File System is usually Mac OS Extended, but 
NTFS and UFS are also supported

All of the files and apps are in the wrong place

Servermgr

GUI tools for everything - 
www.versiontracker.com

Well, mostly Open Source...
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AFP

AppleTalk is a thing of the past

AFP runs over port 548 and is an easy way to 
find Mac servers

AFP had a known vulnerability for 10.3 that 
gave root and is included in Metasploit

AFP still has similar vulnerabilities

AFP can work over SSH for maximum security

Apple Filing Protocol
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Apache

Apache 1.3.33

SSI, PHP, Perl, Tomcat, Ruby can be enabled by 
clicking a checkbox

And users do check those boxes, which is 
dangerous if they have no idea what they’re 
doing

I have picked up about 30 new clients from 
servers turned into phishing boxes

Many users enable the proxy with no auth on 
wide open boxes

Mods R Us
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MySQL
MAMP?
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Distrib 4.1.13a

Every client I’ve worked on so far that uses MySQL 
on Mac servers also uses phpMyAdmin

Only one out of maybe 50 bothered to require 
auth to access phpMyAdmin

Every client allowed network connections to 
MySQL when only maybe 2 actually needed to

One client used root as the root password for 
MySQL



Mail Services

Integrated with SASL

SpamAssassin and 
ClamAV are built in

MailMan services 
available with a click

Automatically 
update virus and 
spam databases

Postfix never looked so easy
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Samba

Version 3.0.10

SMB Signing not 
supported

Allow SMB Guest, 
FTP Guest and AFP 
Guest access 
enabled by default 
for each sharepoint 
and rarely changed

SMB/CIFS Sharing
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Samba

NTLMv2, NTLM, LAN 
Manager enabled by 
defualt

Low logging by 
default

Virtual Shares 
enabled by default

Workgroup Master 
Browser enabled by 
default

Authentication Methods
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Print Server

Cups version 
1.47.2.1

By default cupsd 
listens on all 
adapters

Printers can be 
shared over any 
protocol

cupsd
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iChat Server

Jabberd Version 
1.4.3.1

Integrated with SSL

Known connection 
handling 
vulnerability

No encryption 
support unless using 
Fire as Jabber client

Jabberd
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Open Directory

OpenLDAP 2.2.19, 
SASL2, Kerberos and 
other Directory 
Service Standards 
incorporated as 
Open Directory

All usernames and 
password in netinfo

All policies disabled 
by default

LDAP and then some
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Client Management

Open Directory can 
control local access 
for Mac clients

This includes disks, 
applications, prefs, 
printers, software 
updates and 
appearances

Settings can be 
assigned to groups, 
computers and users

Centralized Lock Down - Mac Clients Only
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DNS

BIND 9.2.2

Tiger Server 
represents a change 
in the way that 
Apple views DNS - 
IPs get names, 
names don’t get IPs

Known DoS exploit

Looking at DNS from the perspective of the IP
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DHCP

LDAP settings can be 
deployed 
dynamically, giving a 
map of the network

Clients can be 
bound to LDAP 
dynamically

Dynamic LDAP 
updates can use SSL

DHCP made easy
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Firewall and NAT

IPFW instead of 
ipchains

Dummynet can be 
used to shape traffic

s2svpnadmin can be 
used to built site-
to-site VPNs but it’s 
new and pretty 
much sucks

natd-Darwin specific

We don’t need no stinkin’ ipchains - or do we?



VPN

vpnd written by 
Apple for OS X 

openvpn available 
from darwinports

s2svpn allows 
admins to configure 
site based VPNs 
using an interactive 
command mode

vpnd



FTP

TNFTP is the ftp 
implementation 
within OS X Server 
10.5

TNFTP requires FTP 
users to have a shell 
and be listed in 
ftpusers

Apple has integrated 
the ftpusers file into 
NetInfo

TNFTP



QuickTime Streaming

QuickTime Broadcaster and 
Streaming

Heap overflow for rtsp could 
allow remote code execution

Relay communications sent in 
clear text

QTSS and QTSP need to be 
further investigated

Simple radio = simple snooping



NetBoot

Central image server

Client systems boot 
to different images 
for different roles

Clients home folders 
in Open Directory - 
can use FileVault

Images must be 
stored on servers 
with no security

Images = known application settings



Forensics
Mac Specifics
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Before you plug in a drive you will be doing 
forensics work on you should install a write-
blocker or:

Rename /private/etc/mach_init.d/
diskarbitrationd.plist to 
diskarbitrationd.plist.old

Kill the PID for diskarbitrationd

Don’t forget to check AAC files and PICT files to 
see if they’re being used as secure channels (eg - 
Stego 1.0)



Security Tools
The Usual Suspects

Snort using HenWen

Tripwire using CheckMate

Metasploit

Nessus

DarwinPorts

By default all logs at low levels



Apple Utilities
More info
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Rendezvous Browser

Secure Empty Trash

FileVault

FinkCommander

SquidMan

Concatenated RAID

GPG for Mail.app

Lingon - No more CRON



More Information
Links and stuff...
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www.afp548.com

www.xsanity.com

http://www.nsa.gov/snac/downloads_macX.cfm

www.securemac.com

www.macsecurity.org

http://www.info.apple.com/usen/security

www.macintoshsecurity.com

www.sans.org
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